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knew the result of a conflict between a Reichswehr spoiling for a
fight and the Storm Troops, but for their precious creation of the
future—the national concentration front. They were therefore in
no hurry;, on the view that the more anxious Hitler got the more
would he be inclined to be reasonable, but still more for the better
reason that their own plans were meeting with unexpected
resistance. Neither of them had any illusions about cither Hitler
or Hitlerism; if they had had illusions about National Socialism
they saw more clearly now its weaknesses and they were prepared
to reckon with it as the older parties had failed to reckon with it,
as a movement. But they felt that as a movement it could be
diverted from Hitler, a notable discovery and one that might
have had fruitful results had there been any solid honesty about
the presidial cabinet* Whatever they said it is extremely unlikely
that they ever seriously contemplated a Hitler chancellorship;
that was a remedy to be used only in the last resort, and then
only on the condition that the chancellor was a prisoner. In no
case at all did they intend for a moment to yield power to him.
They knew, as Hitler knew, what precisely the party meant by
power. Its passions had been too recklessly stirred, its blood-lust
too inflamed for it to be content with emergency decrees. The
story that Hitler asked that the Storm Troops be allowed three
days' "revenge" has not been authenticated, but permission would
be taken if Hitler got power* Whether it performed the expected
miracle or not, a Hitler cabinet must do things that must not be
allowed to happen. That view was strongly but disagreeably rein-
forced. The advent to power of Papen, the circumstances of the
fall of parliamentary government in Germany, the tones in which
he had negotiated in Geneva and Lausanne, the claim he had
made that Germany must be allowed to re-arm unless other
nations disarmed and the further claim that the war-guilt clause,
the moral basis of the Versailles treaty, must be formally stricken
out—claims in which distracted Germany had taken only journal-
istic interest—had left foreign governments anything but cold.
Into the Foreign Office came a steady stream of reports of the
unfavourable impression created by recent events, reports rein-
forced by wobbling bourses, and of the possibility of drastic action

